
Hi Waldridge class, 

I hope this blog finds you and your families healthy and happy while we go 

through this mad adventure together. We are all having to do things differently at 

the moment and maybe you are doing things for the first time or getting to do 

things you didn’t have much time for before.  

I’m reading a lot and I have just read a great book called Paddington At Large with 

my favourite story being where he goes onto a TV show and wins a huge prize! I 

am reading Amelia Fang at the moment which is a bit like Isadora Moon only the 

whole family are vampires and I am enjoying it so far. When that’s finished I will 

be starting a fantastic book called The Great Chocoplot which is a funny, 

imaginative, adventure story all about chocolate! An eggsellent story to read at 

Easter time!  

Before I go for my one walk I would just like to remind you all that you can log 

onto Times Table Rock Stars (passwords were in your school work pack) and you 

can hook up with each other to play, earn lots of coins for your avatar and get the 

chance to challenge me. If you win you get a prize from the blue box. Go for it! It 

would also be a fantastic time to start a diary. You are living through an unusual 

time in history that will be talked about for many years to come. What better way 

to record history than writing about it as it happens. When we all meet up again we 

can share some of our different experiences. Lastly, learn something new every 

day maybe research animals in the world on Google or how to sketch things you 

see outside your window and my personal favourite, learn to cook a meal! 

Keep safe minions and remember to be kind, have safe fun and laugh a lot (this one 

is really important). See you soon, Ms Baird and Marcel. 

PS: I have bought a new cowboy book for the secret library sshhh…! 

 


